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Service Department    Body Shop    Car Wash/Detail

Customize It!

Luxor carts for your Service Department

Save time by keeping tools organized and accessible. The high 
density polyethylene material used to manufacture these carts is
unaffected by acids, solvents and petroleum products. They will
never scratch, rust, dent or discolor.

Luxor carts for your Body Shop

Mobility of tools and equipment creates an efficient working 
environment. Almost all of your equipment can be mounted to our
carts as well. Choose from different cart and wheel configurations to
suit your needs.

Luxor carts for your Car Wash/Detail Area

Rust and corrosion will never be a concern with the Luxor carts.
They can not be damaged by water, cleaning solvents, or cleaning
equipment.

Luxor carts for your Waiting Area

Organize your waiting room and maximize the use of your space by
utilizing magazine racks, storage bins, TV/VCR tables and mounting
systems.

Modify Luxor carts to suit your needs. Add clamps to support your
hoses, magnetic bars for tools and parts, and mount your equipment
for a more efficient work environment. Whether they are your
accessories or Luxor’s, create the perfect cart.
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Service

MTC30N

MTC34F/N

MTC20/N

MTC25N

MTC25D/N

MTC25/N
Three shelf service cart with top
and bottom flat shelves and one
middle storage tray. Includes 4”
swivel casters, two with locking
brake. Weight 35 lbs.

MTC30N
Three shelf service cart with top
and middle storage trays and
bottom flat shelf. Includes 4”
swivel casters, two with locking
brake. Weight 30 lbs.

MTC20N
Two shelf service cart with top
storage tray and bottom flat shelf.
Includes 4” swivel casters, two
with locking brake. Weight 25 lbs.

MTC-34F/N
Three shelf service cart with top
and bottom flat shelves and one
middle storage tray. Includes 4”
swivel casters, two with locking
brake. Weight 35 lbs.

MTC25D/N
Three shelf service cart has top
storage tray with six tray dividers
and two flat shelves. Includes 4”
casters, two with locking brake.
Weight 31 lbs.

MTCLL - Locking lid available
for all MTC, LPT42, and

LPT44 models.
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LE34C/N

LE48C/N

MTC30C/N

Shown
with optional
LEE electric

assembly

LE34C/N
Partially enclosed locking service
cart with three flat shelves.
Includes 4” swivel casters, two
with locking brake. Weight 52 lbs.

MTC30C/N
Partially enclosed locking service
cart with one top tray and two flat
shelves. Includes 4” swivel
casters, two with locking brake.
Weight 53 lbs.

LE48C/N
Partially enclosed large capacity
locking service cart with three flat
shelves. Includes 4” swivel
casters, two with locking brake.
Weight 87 lbs.

HE38

HE33

HE38
Large capacity two shelf service
cart with 4” swivel casters, two
with locking brake. Weight 37 lbs.

HE33
Large capacity three shelf service
cart with 4” swivel casters, two
with locking brake. Weight 42 lbs.

Service
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LEW32N

ATC232

ATC332

AVJ42KB

LEW32N
32” high, two shelf extra wide
workstation. Includes 4” swivel
casters, two with locking brake or
adjustable leveler glides. Shown
with optional TLMD and TLMD2
storage drawers available in
black, blue, red, green, or 
yellow.Shelf clearance 23.5”
Weight 53 lbs.

AVJ42KB
Compact steel mobile workstation
with pull-out shelf. Unit adjusts in
2” increments from 26” to 42” in
height. Comes complete with a
3-outlet, 15’ UL and CSA electric
assembly, and 4” casters, two
with locking brake.

ATC232
Two shelf compact adjustable
utility cart constructed of blow
molded plastic with metal frame.
22”W x 15.5”D x 32”H. Complete
with 3” heavy duty casters, 2 with
brake. Red color only. Weight 
17 lbs.

ATC332
Three shelf compact adjustable
utility cart constructed of blow
molded plastic with metal frame.
22”W x 15.5”D x 32”H. Complete
with 3” heavy duty casters, 2 with
brake. Red color only. Weight 
20 lbs.

Service

5 colors are available in a durable
baked on powder coat finish.
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Model # Diagram Colors Height Shelf
Clearance

Weight

STC12
Black,
Gray 36” 26” 24 lbs.

STC21
Black,
Gray 36” 26” 24 lbs.

STC112
Black,
Gray 38” 12” 29 lbs.

STC122
Black,
Gray 351/2” 12” 28 lbs.

STC212
Black,
Gray 351/2” 12” 28 lbs.

STC211
Black,
Gray 38” 12” 31 lbs.

Translation Error
ers:jodijank:Desktop:working folder:auto idea

Features:

Choose from 2, 3, or 4 shelf models

Choose either a flat shelf or a 23/4” deep
tub shelf (refer to key chart)

Easy assembly with rubber mallet 
included

18”x24” (STC) offers 300 lb. capacity

Black or gray color

Lifetime Warranty!

•

•

•

•

•

•

STC carts are 18”x24” 
with 23/4” Deep tubs and a 
300 lb. capacity. Top shelf is
reinforced with one aluminum
bar.

Electrical Option

C5- 5” casters instead of
standard 4” casters.

LTBW, and STBW-Big wheel
assembly for TC and STC
models.

LPCSA-  3-outlet, 15’ electrical
assembly. UL & CSA listed.

Translation Error
ers:jodijank:Desktop:working folder:auto idea

Translation Error
k:Desktop:working fol

STC11

Service

STC Wheel Options

Key
TC= 24”D x 32”W Cart
STC= 18”D x 24”W Cart

1= Tub Shelf
2= Flat Shelf

Example:
STC112

Small
Tub
Cart

Top
Tub

Shelf

Middle
Tub

Shelf

Bottom
Flat

Shelf

STC121

STC11
Two tub shelf utility cart with 4”
casters, two with locking brake.
24”W x 18”D x 381/2H. Shelf
clearance 26”.

STC121
Top and bottom tub shelf, middle
flat shelf with 4” casters, two with
locking brake. 24”W x 18”D x
38H. Shelf clearance 12”.

STC Carts
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Service

STC111

STC221

STC211

STC1111

STC111
Three tub shelf utility cart with 4”
casters, two with locking brake.
Shelf clearance 12”

STC1111
Four tub shelf utility cart with 4”
casters, two with locking brake.
Shelf clearance 12”

STC211
Flat top shelf, middle and bottom
tub shelf utility cart with 4” 
casters, two with locking brake.
Shelf clearance 12”

STC221
Two flat top shelves, tub bottom
shelf utility cart with 4” casters,
two with locking brake. Shelf
clearance 12”. Shown here with
optional steel drawers (see page
12 for details).
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Service

Model # Diagram Colors Height Shelf
Clearance

Weight

TC12
Black,
Gray 36” 25” 42 lbs.

TC121
Black,
Gray 37” 11” 61 lbs.

TC122
Black,
Gray 351/2” 11” 55 lbs.

TC212
Black,
Gray 351/2” 11” 64 lbs.

TC221
Black,
Gray 351/2” 11” 60 lbs.

TC211
Black,
Gray 37” 11” 70 lbs.

Translation Error
k:Desktop:working fol

Translation Error
ers:jodijank:Desktop:working folder:auto idea

Translation Error
ers:jodijank:Desktop:working folder:auto idea

FR8-Heavy duty 8” foam
rubber casters. Add suffix
“FR” to model number

P8-Air filled, non-marking
pneumatic tires. Add suffix
“P” to model number.

SP8-Solid rubber high profile
semi-pneumatic tires. Add
suffix “SP” to model number.

TC Wheel Options

TC carts are 24”x32” 
with 23/4” Deep tubs and a
400 lb. capacity. All shelves
are reinforced with two 
aluminum bars.

TC1111

TC1111
Four tub shelf utility cart shown
with optional big wheel assembly.
32”W x 24”D x 44H. Shelf
clearance 8”.

Features:

Choose from 2, 3, or 4 shelf models

Choose either a flat shelf or a 23/4” deep
tub shelf (refer to key chart)

Easy assembly with rubber mallet 
included

32”x24” (TC) offers 400 lb. capacity (up
to 800 lb. capacity with wheel options)

Black or gray color

Lifetime Warranty!

•

•

•

•

•

•

TC Carts

TC21

TC21
Top flat shelf, bottom tub shelf
with 4” casters, two with locking
brake. 32”W x 24”D x 36H. Shelf
clearance 25”.

Key
TC= 24”D x 32”W Cart
STC= 18”D x 24”W Cart

1= Tub Shelf
2= Flat Shelf

Example:
STC112

Small
Tub
Cart

Top
Tub

Shelf

Middle
Tub

Shelf

Bottom
Flat

Shelf

These wheel options add 400 lbs. to
the total weight capacity of TC carts
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Service

TC112

TC112
Top and middle tub shelf, flat
bottom shelf with 4” casters, two
with locking brake. 32”W x 24”D x
37H. Shelf clearance 11”.

TC222
Three flat shelves, with 4” casters,
two with locking brake. Shown
with optional cable wraps. 
32”W x 24”D x 37H.

TC111
Three tub shelves with 4” casters,
two with locking brake. 
32”W x 24”D x 37H. Shelf 
clearance 11”.

TC221
Two flat top shelves and tub
bottom shelf shown with optional
FR8 heavy duty foam rubber
casters and cable wraps.

TC222

TC111

TC221
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STC2211925-B
STC tub cart with all steel locking
storage unit (19”W x 5”D). Drawer
fronts available in  seven colors
and a multitude of drawer depths. 

PTC21/N
Same great features as the
regular TC21 tub cart but with 8”
pneumatic tires. Features bottom
tub shelf and flat top shelf. Overall
capacity 800 lbs. Weight 72 lbs.

STC2211925-B

SPTC211/N

PTC21/N

SPTC211/N
Same great features as the 
TC211 tub cart but with 8” 
semi-pneumatic tires. Features
bottom and middle tub shelf.
Overall capacity 800 lbs. Weight
100 lbs.

Service
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Service

LPT44
Stand-up tool/utility cart 
with flat work surface area for
convenience, two large tub base
shelves for plenty of storage, and
a small top tub shelf for additional
parts and accessories. Comes
with 4” casters, two with locking
brake. Weight 55 lbs.

LPT42
Stand-up tool/utility cart 
with flat work surface area for
convenience, large tub base shelf
for plenty of storage, and a small
flat top shelf for additional parts
and accessories. Comes with 4”
casters, two with locking brake.
Weight 50 lbs.

LWT970
Easy transport wire dolly with
white powder coat finish. Ideal for
transporting cartons, mail, parts,
and accessories. Comes with 6”
pneumatic wheels. Weight 30 lbs.
Weight capacity 400 lbs. 

LPT44

LWT970
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Body Shop

Modular system allows you to
mix and add storage cabinets
as your needs grow.

3925

19253917

39BCC

39T-Optional
Laminate

Top

39 Series Modules
39” wide x 171/2” Deep

3925
5” drawers 111/4 “ High

1925
5” drawers 113/4 “ High

3917
71/2” drawers 9 “ High

39BCC
Equipment storage cabinet base
for added storage space of
materials and equipment. Locking
storage compartment with dust
guard. 39”W x 171/2”D x 191/2”H.
Come with 2” casters.

STC2211925
This is a STC221 cart with the
1925 drawer unit installed.

39T
Accessory top surface For 39W
unlimited modules. Wood with
walnut laminate 
39”W x 171/2”D x 7/8” thick.

C =Cabernet
F =Forest
P = Putty
R = Red
Y = Yellow
I = Irish
M = Marine

Drawer and
Cabinet Front
Color Choices

Specify color choice
by adding letter suffix
to model number:

39L
Accessory lock
assembly for locking
three or four drawer
modules. Field
installed only.

39RB, 39RBC
Recessed base rais-
es systems to better
working height and
provides recessed
kick plate. 5

STC2211925
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Body Shop

Before

After

TC221FR

TC221FR
Heavy duty cart with a flat top and
middle shelf and a tub bottom
shelf. Pictured with 8” heavy duty
foam rubber casters and cable
wraps. The top and middle shelf
were modified to hold an 8” tank
and still allow ample work space.
800 lb. weight capacity.

LEW35N
Three flat shelf utility cart with
optional CTC tank caddy for 6”
tank. No tools needed to insert or
lift out tank. Using caddy will
prevent tank from tipping over and
becoming a safety hazard. A must
for anyone using a torch. It can
also be outfitted with a FEB fire
extinguisher bracket for more job
site safety. Brackets will support
two extinguishers.

LEW35N
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Car

LEWS4

Before

After

A car wash is not the best place
to use metal or wood. Over a
period of time from the constant
moisture, wood cabinets will rot
and metal cabinets will rust.
Buckets sitting all over do not
make an efficient work
environment either.

After reorganizing the work area
utilizing a LEWS4, and a STC111,
supplies no longer sat on the floor
being exposed to standing water,
and cleaning supplies that are
used most often are kept mobile
using the STC cart. Never again
will rust, rotting, or any chemical
damage be a problem.
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Car

LEWS4

LEWS3 LEWS4 LEWS5

57

69

71

LEWS3
57” high, three shelf storage unit
complete with leveler glides. Shelf
clearance 25”. Weight 72 lbs.

LEWS4
69” high, four shelf storage unit
complete with leveler glides. Shelf
clearance 19”. Weight 93 lbs.

LEWS5
71” high, five shelf storage unit
complete with leveler glides. Shelf
clearance 15”. Weight 115 lbs.

TLD1N
Deep storage bin with translucent
plastic lid. 16W x 12D x 13H.
Available in red, blue, yellow,
green or black color. Weight 8 lbs.

48

24

LEWS4

TLD1N Bins

STC111
Three tub shelf utility cart with 4”
casters, two with locking brake.
24”W x 18”D x  401/2H. (See the
full line of STC carts on page 6)

STC111
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Waiting Area

Translation Error
esktop:working folde

SCB30C
Three shelf serving cart with
locking cabinet and side shelf.
Includes 3-outlet, 15’ U.L. and
C.S.A listed electric assembly, 8”
big wheels, and caster bumpers.
Comes in putty, black, or gray
with walnut cabinet.  Clearance
between shelves 61/4” and 173/4”.
24”W x 18”D x 33”H. Weight 63
lbs. Assembly required.

L270
Double sided magnetic 
whiteboard with an aluminum
frame. knob adjustment locks the
whiteboard into place once you
have it at the required position.
Comes complete with 2” casters,
two with locking brake. The
whiteboard measures 
22”W x 34”H x 1”D. The aluminum
frame measures 40”W x 60”H x
24”D. Weight 30 lbs. Assembly
required.

TL2428
24” wide workstation with 2
shelves and 2” casters, two with
locking brake. Assembly required.
Maximum height 28” Weight
53lbs.

L270

SCB30C

TL2428
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Waiting Area
LDW8
Mobile wire literature rack with
black powder coat finish. Comes
with eight, 1” deep and 14” wide
display area. Comes complete
with 1” chrome furniture caster.
Measures 14”W x 12”D x 49”H.
Black color Weight 22 lbs.

LDW24
Same as LDW8. 1” deep and 30”
wide display area. Measures
30”W x 12”D x 49”H. Black color
Weight 32 lbs.

TLDB2
Deep storage bin with casters and
padded lid. Available in black,
blue, red, green, or yellow. 
(clear lid TLDB1) 113/4” Deep.
163/4”W x 121/4”D x 131/2”H.

TVW44i
44” high wide base video table
with roll formed shelves and
baked-on powder coat paint
finish. 1” square tubular steel legs
with 4” ball bearing casters, two
with brake. Comes with 3-outlet,
15’ UL and CSA listed electric 
assembly. Available in 44”, 48”,
and 54” height.
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Waiting Area
TVW48i
48” high wide base video table
with roll formed shelves and
baked-on powder coat paint
finish. 1” square tubular steel legs
with 4” ball bearing casters, two
with brake. Comes with 3-outlet,
15’ UL and CSA listed electric 
assembly. Weight 56 lbs.

TVW54i
Same as TVW48i except 54”high
Weight 59 lbs.

ATV56
Traditional open shelf TV tables
with either open shelves or
cabinet. Available in black, green,
red, yellow, and royal blue to
match your waiting room colors.
Adjusts from 36” to 54” in height.
Weight 77 lbs.

ATV56C
Same as above with deep
cabinet. Available in black only.
Weight 89 lbs.

TVW48LVC
48” high video table with roll
formed shelves and baked-on
powder coat paint finish. 1”
square tubular steel legs with 4”
ball bearing casters, two with
brake. Integral safety push handle
and slots for safety belt. 1/2”
retaining lip and sure grip safety
pad prevents equipment from 
sliding. Cabling hole in top and
middle shelves allows for easy
cord pass through. Shown with
optional VCR/DVD mount. Weight
66 lbs.

TVW48i

ATV56
ATV56C

TVW48LVC

TVW54i
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Waiting Area
LTE1
Platform wall mount will accommodate most
19” and 20” TV receivers. TV rests on 20”
wide by 131/2” deep platform with 1/2” front
retainer lip. Maximum forward tilt 15 degrees
and 240 degree swivel capability. Load
capacity 90 lbs. Weight 18 lbs.

LTE10
Full platform locking wall mount will
accommodate most 25” to 27” receivers. TV
rests on a 15” deep platform. Features 240
degree swivel and a maximum forward tilt of
15 degrees. Platform is perforated to allow
the monitor to be bolted down and locked in
place for added security. Load capacity is 110
lbs. Weight 26 lbs.

LTE8
Adjustable full platform, yoke style, ceiling
mount will accommodate most 19” to 29” TV
receivers. TV rests on a 13” deep platform
with full 1” front retainer lip that adjusts up to
30” wide. Platform is perforated to allow the
monitor to be bolted down for added security.
Maximum forward tilt 10 degrees and 360
degree swivel capability. Load capacity 110
lbs. Weight 26 lbs.

LTE11
Platform wall mount will accommodate up to
a 14” TV receiver. TV rests on a 12” wide by
11” deep platform with 1/2” front retainer lip.
Maximum forward tilt of 15 degrees and 240
degree swivel capability. Load capacity 66
lbs. Weight 11 lbs.

LTE12
Platform wall mount with pivoting arm will
accommodate up to a 14” TV receiver. TV
rests on a 12” wide by 11” deep platform with
1/2” front retainer lip. Maximum forward tilt of
15 degrees and 240 degree swivel capability.
Load capacity 66 lbs. Weight 12 lbs.

LTEV
VCR bracket fits all Luxor LTE TV mounts.
Adjusts from 14” to 20” wide to accommodate
most front loading recorders. VCR rests on 
2 3/4” x 6” brackets. Swivels independently of
TV mount. All mounting hardware included.
Weight 5 lbs.

LTE4
Adjustable, full platform wall mount will
accommodate most 19” to 27” TV receivers.
TV rests on 13 1/2” deep platform with a full
1” front retainer lip which adjusts up to 30
1/2” wide. Platform is perforated to allow the
monitor to be bolted down for added security.
Maximum forward tilt 15 degrees and 240
degree swivel capability. Load capacity 110
lbs. Weight 20 .lbs.

20”

15”

15”

13”

12”

12”

10”

14”-20”

10”

10”

2”

2”

11”

11”

240

240
220

5 1/2”

5 1/2”

15 3/4”

5 7/8”
2 3/4”

MAX
21 1/2”

20” MIN

30” MAX

4 Heights
18 3/4
26 5/8
22 1/2
30 3/4

26”

27”

Compact 20 1/2”
Extended 30 1/2”

2”

2”

10”

10”

20 1/2”

13 1/2”

13 1/2”

LTE1

LTE4

LTE10

LTE8

LTE11

LTE12

LETV
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2245 Delany Road
Waukegan, IL 60087
Phone: (847) 224-
1800
Toll Free Ph: (800)
323-4656

Fax: (847) 244-1818
Toll Free Fax: (800) 327-
1698
Email: sales@luxor-
furn.com
www.luxorfurn.com

Luxor would like to thank Libertyville Lincoln Mercury, Quick Lane, and Allison Auto Body
for allowing the use of their facilities to photograph the Luxor carts featured in this catalog.
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